Preparing for Actuarial Exams

Follow along at https://tinyurl.com/cass2019-TIA

Lee Gibson, The Infinite Actuary
lee@theinfiniteactuary.com
• Exam Information: BeAnActuary.org
• Study Resources: ActuarialBookstore.com
• Community Advice: ActuarialOutpost.com
"Know Thyself"

- The best Way, Place and Time for you to learn
Staying Active

- Don't waste your time!
- Try problems for yourself - calculator in hand.
- Avoid reviewing the entire solution
triage strategy

Do I know how to work this problem?

Yes → Can I solve it in 6 minutes?

Yes → Level 1

No → Level 3

No → Level 2

1 - work immediately
2 - after all level 1
3 - after all level 2
Don't shoot for a six - go for a ten!
Practice Exams:

• Take under strict exam conditions!
• Plan response, diagnose weaknesses
• Prepare to avoid previous mistakes

... your weaknesses